


The following information 
is brought to you by Donegal Youth Service.  

This booklet aims to provide a range of 
information for young people who may have to 

attend court.

If you would like more information the Letterkenny 
Youth Information Centre (YIC) at Donegal Youth 

Service provide a free legal information hub for young 
people who have any queries about a legal matter.

074 91 29630

16-18 Port Road, Letterkenny

www.donegalyouthservice.ie
admin@donegalyouthservice.ie
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some reasons a person

may be in court...

beinG called as a witness

as a victim of a crime

as part of a jury

as a defendant
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main courts in ireland

District Court
Local level courts - usually hear cases 

such as road traffic offences, assault, criminal damage, 
family law matters and civil cases.  

Circuit court + Central 

criminal court
There are 8 circuits in Ireland - one here in Donegal (sits in 
Buncrana, Letterkenny & Donegal Town) and hears cases of 

appeals from the District Court, as well as more serious 
offences, divorce and judicial separation cases.  The Circuit 
Court also hears appeals from the District Court in civil and 

criminal matters.

Letterkenny Courthouse - Local District Court and 
Circuit Court for Letterkenny. 

Sometimes the High Court sits here.
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SUPREME COURT
Highest court in Ireland - based in Four Courts, Dublin.

is based in Four Courts, Dublin. It has the power to hear all 
criminal and civil matters (including family law cases) but 
usually hears only those cases that cannot be dealt with 

by the lower courts.  It also hears appeals from the Circuit 
Court in civil matters and can give rulings on questions of 

law raised in the District Court.

hiGh court

Four Courts in Dublin - Circuit Court for Dublin 
region, High Court, Court of Appeal and Supreme 

Court of Ireland

main courts in ireland
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court of appeal
Based in Four Courts, Dublin.  The Court of Appeal hears 
appeals in civil cases from the High Court and appeals in 
criminal cases from the Circuit Court, the Central Criminal 

Court or the Special Criminal Court.

the special criminal court

The Special Criminal Court consists of three judges sitting 
without a jury and primarily deals with criminal charges 

involving terrorist organisations, and, more recently, with 
charges relating to organised drug activities. The court was 

established by the government to hear cases that the 
ordinary courts might be unable to handle because of fears 

of the possibility of jury intimidation.

Central Criminal Court and Special 
Criminal Court, Dublin

main courts in ireland

Hears very serious 
criminal cases like
Murder, Rape etc.

Central 

criminal 

court
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Evidence which suggests a fact 
but does not prove the fact is true.   

main courts in ireland
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Do you speak

leGalese?!

leGal terms

Accessory
Someone who encourages or helps 
another person to commit a crime.

Accomplice
Someone who helps another person to commit a crime.

ADJOURNMEMT
Postponing a court hearing.

Admissibility of evidence
Evidence which can be presented in court.

aggravated assault
A serious type of assault.

Burden of proof
A rule of evidence that requires a party to a court action to 

prove something, otherwise the contrary will be assumed by 
the court. For example, in criminal trials, the prosecution has 
the burden of proving the accused guilty beyond a reasonable 

doubt.

Circumstantial evidence
Evidence which suggests a fact 

but does not prove the fact is true.   

Let’s make sense of 

the jargon!
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leGal terms

criminal case
Prosecutions brought by the State against people accused 
of anti-social behaviour – from petty theft to murder.

civil case

Disputes between individuals, organisations or the State. 
These disputes may concern anything from an injury caused 
in a car accident to a contested corporate take-over.

defence

Defendant/respondent

evidence

Solicitors and barristers who speak for and represent 
the defendant.

A person, company or organisation being sued or accused of 
breaking the law.

When a witness tells the court what they heard or saw or 
what they know.

EXHIBIT
Item or thing connected with the case.
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leGal terms

In Camera
A legal term meaning “in private”.  A notice will be on the 
courtroom door if the case is In Camera, no member of the 
public may enter the courtroom during the case.

oath
Swearing the truth of a statement.

plaintiff

The person who brings a case against another to court.

prosecution

Solicitors and barristers who present a case in court against 
the defendant.
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Who will be in the 

courtroom?
judGe

reGistrar

Witness

Jury

makes all the final decisions in the court, unless there is a jury 
and decides on the sentence.

Records any orders made by the Judge.  They also ask the Jury 
and witnesses to take an Oath. 

There may be more than one witness.  They sit to one side of 
the Judge and give their evidence under oath.

They all sit together to one side of the courtroom and are made 
up of 12 people who have no connection with any of those in-
volved in the case.  They must listen carefully to evidence from 
both sides and make a decision based on the evidence.

judicial assistant/crier
One of their duties is to announce that the Judge is entering the 
Courtroom.
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Barrister

Also known as ‘Counsel’.  They are hired by the solicitors if they 
are required.  It is usually the barrister that asks the witnesses
any questions.

solicitor

They prepare all the paperwork for the case.  If there is no 
barrister required then the solicitor will ask the questions in the 
court.

members of the public

Depending on the type of case there may also be members of 
the public in the courtroom. 

accused/the other party

The other person will also be present in the courtroom.  Under 
certain circumstances they may also be accompanied by a 
Prison Officer or a member of An Garda Siochana.

interpreter/translator

If English is not your first language you have a right to ask for 
an interpreter to be present in the court with you, or the other 
party may have an interpreter present.

Who will be in the courtroom?
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WHAT 

HAPPENS 

AFTER 

SOMEBODY 

COMMITS 

A 

CRIME?
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Somebody, usually the victim, complains to the Garda 
Síochána.

The Gardaí take a witness statement from the victim. A 
witness statement is a written record of the complaint.

The Gardaí investigate the crime.

Depending on what they find, the Gardaí may arrest a 
suspect.

A decision whether or not to prosecute is made. In 
serious crimes, the Gardaí send a file to the DPP 

(Director of Public Prosecutions) and the DPP makes the 
decision. In less serious crimes, the Gardaí 

make the decision.

Once somebody commits a crime, 

a number of staGes follow:
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The Gardaí charge the suspect.

The Gardaí bring the suspect to a District Court judge. 

From this point on, the suspect is known as 
‘the accused’ or the ‘defendant’.

All the prosecution’s evidence is disclosed to the
defence, who in turn consider it.

The defendent then either pleads guilty or applies 
for a full hearing of the evidence.

The trial begins.
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If I am a witness, how am I called to 

Give evidence?

evidence 

You will receive a witness summons or subpoena 
from the Gardaí. This is an order from the court for 
you to give evidence at a particular time and place.

 

Do I have to attend court to Give 

evidence?

If you have received a summons or subpoena, you 
must attend on the date in question at the court. If 
you fail to do so, the Judge can issue a warrant for 

your arrest.  I.e. not attending. 
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GIVING EVIDENCE

You must attend court if you are asked to give 
evidence (as a witness).

Questions will be asked by the prosecution, the 
defence and maybe the Judge.

Evidence can be given in 
person in the courtroom or 
in some circumstances via a   

television link from a 
different room in 
the court house.
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It is ok for a witness to ask for a question to be repeated 
or to ask for something to be explained.

A witness must understand the question before they can 
answer it.

A witness must speak clearly so that everyone in the 
courtroom can hear them.

The most important thing about being a witness/giving 
evidence is to tell the truth.

GIVING EVIDENCE
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GIVING EVIDENCE frequently asked questions

Are there any reasons why a trial might 

not Go ahead?

Sometimes a trial cannot go ahead for various 
reasons, such as:

an important witness is not available because of illness.

the defence legal team has changed or is not ready to go 
ahead.

the defence team has asked questions about part of the case, 
causing the trial to be delayed.

the court list is full and there is no judge or court ready to deal 
with the case. 

or because the defence has started a judicial review to stop 
the trial going ahead because they feel that there was a delay 

in the victim coming forward or because the investigation 
took too long.
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frequently asked questions

What kind of help can I Get if I need to 

Give evidence as a victim of a crime?

The prosecution solicitor will work with Gardaí to make 
sure you always know what is happening in the case.

There are also a number of organisations that can offer 
you a court support service. This means that, if you wish, 
a volunteer will accompany you to the trial and stay with 

you throughout. 

The Crime Victims Helpline, which provides a telephone 
support service for victims of crime, can give you contact 

details for court support and other victim 
support services. 

You can contact the 

Crime Victims Helpline at 

1850 211 407
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frequently asked questions frequently asked questions

What help can I Get with the cost of 

coming to court to Give evidence?

The Garda Síochána is responsible for paying witnesses’ 
expenses. This is the cost to you of coming to court to 

give evidence. 

These expenses may include the cost of taking time off 
work, travelling expenses, meals and, if you live in 

another part of the country, accommodation.

Expenses are paid by the Garda Superintendent (District 
Officer) in the area where the case is being prosecuted. 

The Garda dealing with your case can handle this for you. 
He or she may ask you for receipts for travel and, if you 
are claiming loss of wages, a letter from your employer.

In some cases, you may be able to get an advance on 
expenses before the case so that you can travel to court.
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What happens if I do not want to be in 

the courtroom with the accused when I 

Give my evidence?

frequently asked questions

In most cases, you will have to give your evidence in the 
courtroom. In some cases, however, you may be able to 
give evidence by videolink, which is a live television link 

system. 

This has some benefits. You give your evidence to a 
camera in another part of the court building away from 

the courtroom. 

Lawyers can ask you questions as if you were actually 
sitting in front of them. Your evidence appears on a TV 

screen in the courtroom, but you will only see the person 
asking you questions.
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frequently asked questions
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Listen Carefully

Just remember 2 thinGs...

tell the truth
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Just remember 2 thinGs... Notes

Any thoughts? Put them here!



for more information

about any of the issues

or topics raised in this 

booklet please contact:

doneGal youth service

074 91 29630

16-18 Port road

letterkenny
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